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CAPABILITIES OVERVIEW

The Northern Strands Group of Companies offers a comprehensive solution for your construction
requirements. Between the three companies, we can fulfill every conceivable construction need including
qualified personnel, training, recertification, equipment or services. We are highly versatile and can
mobilize quickly and efficiently, while following strict safety guidelines.
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ABOUT US
Spanning over four decades, Northern Strands has provided leadership and expertise to diversified
projects throughout North America. We strive to uphold our reputation and long-standing track record
as a company that offers high quality, economical, and comprehensive solutions. We welcome and
appreciate your inquiries and input with respect to our products and services.

CERTIFICATIONS, ASSOCIATIONS, AND CHARITY OF CHOICE
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MINING WIRE ROPE, ATTACHMENTS & EQUIPMENT

Northern Strands Mining, Wire Rope, Attachments & Equipment Division excels by providing a wide range of
equipment and services, by being the best full service provider of wire ropes, attachments, equipment, and
services. Truly Mine Hoisting Solutions®.

WIRE ROPE
Partnering with our customers, we work on some of the most difficult mining rope hoist installations in the world.
As a result of this work, are proud to offer a wide range, but not limited to, the following:
• Hoist Ropes
• Balance Ropes

• Guide Ropes
• Shaft Sinking Ropes

• Surface Ropes

ATTACHMENTS
We offer a range of attachements for all mining ropes as well as a full inventory of installation equipment for
purchase or rentals along with install crews:
• Customizable Dimensions
• Complete Certification
• Quick Delivery

• Design
• New Installation
• Replacement

EQUIPMENT
• Single & Multi-Rope Cleaners
• Portable & Stationary Lubrication Systems
• Hoist and Deflection Sheave Liners

SERVICES
• Seminars: Mine Hoisting, Socketing, and Safety Rigging
• Procedures: Rope-Ups, De-Roping, and Maintenance

• Upgrades
• Recertification and Testing
• Modification
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FALL PROTECTION

Northern Strands offers a variety of fall protection systems, solutions, and services. Backed by an experienced team
with a thorough understanding of the applicable engineering principles, Northern Strands applies these principles
to both flexible and rigid systems. Custom-engineered solutions can be designed to suit specific requirements.

CAPABILITIES
• Inspection and replacement of overhead and vertical lifelines.
• Consulting, supply, and installation services for incline point anchors, guard rail systems, walkways, and platforms.
• Structural assessments.
• A
 ll installations are completed in accordance with OH&S, CSA, and other appliable manufacturer and industry
standards and regulations.

SERVICES & CAPABILITIES
Past services provided:
• P
 erformed inspections of railcar overhead lines at grain load out facilities at various potash mines.
• Installed and inspected vertical lifelines on ladder installs at various locations.
• C
 onsulting services ensured OH&S compliance for several crown corporations and health regions.
• In-house fall protection engineering services.
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GRAIN BIN FALL PROTECTION

Our patent pending fall protection Bin Safe System is a cutting edge product designed to protect farm workers
from a fall while climbing or accessing a bin for repairs or inspections.

ADVANTAGES
• Allows for safe bin climbing
• Is quick & easy to install
• Ease of use
• Cost effective
• OH&S, CSA, & ANSI compliant
• Reduces the stress of working at heights
•	OH&S regulations state that a fall protection system must be in place when working at heights above 10 feet
•	The number one reported WCB injury is work place falls
•	Helps protect families, workers, and the individual from a fall while climbing or accessing a grain bin

lace

1st place winner
of the 2018 Agri-Trade
Equipment Expo’s AG
Innovations Award!
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SUSPENDED ACCESS

Northern Strands offers the largest rental fleet of suspended access equipment in Saskatchewan. Northern Strands’
Suspended Access Division rents and sells swing stages, specialized work platforms, lifting systems, and material
handling solutions. We offer standard swing stage configurations along with specialized platforms and lifting
systems such as wind turbine maintenance solutions.

SERVICES & EQUIPMENT
• S uspended access training.
• O
 n-site technical assistance with all rigging and setup ranging from simple to highly engineered setups.
• M
 aterial hoisting solutions.
• A
 ll equipment goes through a rigorous inspection and recertification process before it leaves our shop to ensure
that our equipment will provide the most dependable solution.
• O
 ur solutions have been used on sloped roof buildings, glazing applications, sheeting, insulation and concrete
restoration, in the surface and underground mining sector along with many other uses throughout Saskatchewan
and Western Canada.
• N
 orthern Strands highly trained technicians are periodically trained to keep up to date with the equipment
manufacturers’ changes and upgrades to enable us to be leaders in the industry.
• We are fully commited to provide the best on-site services and support to all of our customers.
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INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

The Northern Strands Rigging Division is a full-service facility operating out of Saskatoon and Regina with the
ability to fabricate custom chain and wire rope slings. We have a vast inventory of synthetic lifiting slings, chain
hoists, lever hoists, shackles, trolleys, winches (tuggers), and other general rigging hardware. Our network of
suppliers and in-house expertise is leveraged for the benefit of our customers. We have vertical and horizontal test
bed services which we can use to certify that equipment is in compliance with applicable standards.

SERVICES & CAPABILITIES
• Large

selection of rigging products.
• D
 istributor for some of the largest world class manufacturers in our industry including The Crosby Group,
Gunnebo Johnson, Thern, Unitex, Yoke, Ocean Side, Vitali International and more.
• Crane rope inspections.
• A
 ssistance in the development of rigging and lifting plans for your job.
• Technically trained sales staff.
• C
 ompliance Certified equipment with documentation.
• C
 ustom built products including material baskets, wire rope slings, and much more.
• We work in the industry and can help with your equipment needs from start to finish.
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EQUIPMENT TESTING

Northern Strands provides an extensive rigging recertification program which includes tracking and identifying
rigging equipment that needs to be inspected and recertified. Rigging equipment that needs to be recertified
and inspected are visually and dimensionally checked as well as proof loaded in our test bed which provides a
certificate of testing on the rigging item tested. We have a horizontal test bed capable of pulling up to 400,000 lbs
and our vertical test bed capable of 50,000 lbs. Our Mobile Test Bed has the largest W.L.L. of any Mobile Test Bed
in Canada, at 200,000 lbs. We can provide personnel to help identify rigging items that need to be inspected and
recertified on site.

ON SITE SERVICE
We can repair, pull test, and recertify a variety of equipment including:
• Material

Baskets

• Round Slings

• Thimble Cappels

• Lifting

Beams

• Wire Rope Sockets

• D-Plates

• Man

Baskets

• Chase Blocks

• Spreader Beams

• Wire Rope Slings

• Hydraulic Linkage

• Web Slings

• Attachment Pins

Our Testing, Certification, and Recertification Capabilities Include:
• Pull Testing
• Pull
 Testing to Destruction
• Rigging

Inspections and Testing
• Research

& Development
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TRAINING

Northern Strands offers several training seminars to assist in increasing workplace safety. We also provide flexible
on-site training. Our seminars are taught by knowledgeable and experienced instructors who hold several
accreditations from industry leaders such as Crosby, SALA, and Miller. We offer the most up-to-date information on
the topics discussed, and courses can be delivered on a tight schedule with courses such as Air Winch Safety and
Fall Arrest averaging four hours in duration. Northern Strands is able to accommodate training seminars on site, or
at one of the Northern Strands’ Training facilities.

COURSES OFFERED
• G
 eneral Mine Safety Awareness Training
• F all Arrest Training
• A
 ir Winch Safety Training
• Wirelock® Socketing Training
• C
 rosby® Rigging Training
• S uspended Access Equipment Training
• O
 verhead Traveling Crane Operator Training
• B
 elow the Hook Rigging Training
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GRAIN TERMINAL EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

The Northern Strands Group of Companies can provide products and services for fabrication and assembly services,
general repair, grain terminal maintenance, and Car Progressioner. Car progressioner parts information includes
stocking Nordstrong parts for all sizes of Car Progressioner, cables, accessories, connection links, gearboxes, motors,
breaks, and Specialty bearings and housings.

SERVICES & CAPABILITIES
• Cable
- Type
- Sizes

• Chain
- Type
- Sizes

• 6/36 IWRC RRL EIPS
• Compacted 6/26 or 6/31 IWRC RRL EIPS
• 3/4”, 7/8”, 1”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”
• Custom assemblies built to customer needs
• Installation
• (Grade) 80 & 100
• 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 7/8”
• Other grades & sizes available

- Rings & Swivels
• Fittings
- Clamps, Hooks, Hammer Links & Snatch Blocks
• Training
- Rigging, Fall Arrest, & Socketing

• Synthetics
- 3 Strand General Purpose 3/16” to 1”
- Double Braid 3/16” to 2”
- 97% Polyester Double Braid & Natural Fiber 3
Strand
- High Strength 12 strand Dyneema 1/8” to 1-1/4”
• Lube
- Lube Products (Grease, Oil)
- On site lubing service
- Lubing Systems
• Socketing
- Resin, Putty, Sockets, & Instruction
- Tuggers & Winches
- Fall Arrest Davits
• Engineered Fall Protection
- High Tension Lines, Portable Travel Restraints,
Rigid Rail System & Fixed Ladders
• Repair
- Machining, Welding, Inspection &
Custom Manufacturing.
- Full Progressioner system repair(details on
following page).
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NORDSTRONG RAILCAR PROGRESSIONER
The Nordstrong Railcar Progressioner makes the movement of railcars easier, more efficient and faster than it’s ever
been. This double drum traction-type unit allows a single operator to load, unload and move cars. A continuous cable
run moves cars in both directions and it can be run from a remote location.
MAIN FRAME
The components mount on a rigid steel frame,
which bolts directly to the site’s foundation.
COUNTERWEIGHT ASSEMBLY
The counterweight assembly automatically
compensates for cable stretch. Tension sheaves
are mounted on anti-friction bearings and housed
in heavy-duty frames. The assembly includes a
solid steel counterweight and a self-contained
mast. The complete system mounts directly on
top of the railcar progressioner frame.
SAFETY GUARDS
A protective cage encloses the railcar
progressioner while still allowing complete visual
access for inspection and maintenance.
NORTHERN STRANDS CAN PROVIDE THE
FOLLOWING PARTS AND SERVICE FOR
NORDSTRONG PROGRESSIONERS:
• S EW Eurodrive, electric break parts, gearbox
parts, and gearmotor units.
•A
 ll cable and cable accessories. main and
secondary cables, along with Counterweight
cables and anticrash cables.
• Electrical parts – rotary limit switches,
Rectifiers , etc.
• Hydraulic parts – solenoid valves, Hydraulic
pumps and motors, etc.
• Service, Inspections and cable Lubrication –
Reliability Maintenance.
• Cable installations and all associated
electrical / mechanical repairs EMERGENCY SERVICE.
• Trouble shooting – EMERGENCY SERVICES.
• Commissioning, Pull testing, DTC set up or
Hydraulic system set up / recalibration.
• System upgrades and consulting.
• New Installs and Design.
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ABOUT US
Fortis Mining Engineering and Manufacturing is a privately owned company based out of Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan that provides mining, engineering and manufacturing services to the mining and construction
industries. Fortis has a global focus that offers contracting, subcontracting, and consulting services to a wide
range of customers. Fortis is comprised of 6 divisions; Mining, Engineering.Manufacturing & Fabrication,
Health & Safety, Equipment Testing & Recertification, and Mechanical Services.

ISO POLICIES & ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT
Fortis has achieved and maintained ISO 9001 Quality Management, 14001 Environmental Management, and
45001 Health & Safety Management Certifications. ISO benefits our customers by ensuring our products
and services are safe, reliable, and meet industry standards. ISO helps Fortis to continuously improve our
processes, which results in increased efficiencies that are passed along to our customers.
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MINING & INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION

Fortis offers a wide range of services to the mining and construction industries; from steel erection, rope
installations, conveyance installations, shaft maintenance, and repair work. We perform site assessments and
create safe work procedures to complete jobs, whether though a custom procedure, the design of a new piece of
equipment, or a combination of both. Fortis has access to the necessary engineering,manufacturing, and testing
facilities to complete this work in-house.

SERVICES & CAPABILITIES
• Mine Development & Operations

• Shaft Development

• Electrical Cable Decommissioning

• Shaft Liner Repair

• Hoist Rope Work Consultation

• Shaft Cable Installation

• Shaft Steel Inspections, Audits, and Replacements

• Ground Control

• Hoisting Rope System Installations, and Maintenance

• Procedure Development

• Hoisting System Maintenance Program Development

• Incident Remediation

• Capital Program Development

• Mine Decommissioning

• Industrial and Underground Construction

• Underground Belt Line Installation

• Underground Rehab
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ENGINEERING

Fortis’ Engineering Services team consists of engineers and technicians that are not only strong in fundamental
sciences, but are also experienced in practical solutions. Our design and consulting teams offer services in
mechanical and mining engineering. Many of the engineered products sold by the other Divisions are built inhouse. This enables us to provide a one-stop solution for our customers. From customer concept, to design, to
build, to test, to install, to use, and to maintain.

SERVICES & CAPABILITIES
• Custom Under the Hook Lifting Devices

• Engineered Lift Plans/ Mine Shaft Lift Plans

• Material Handling Equipment

• Shop Drawing Capabilities

• Man Baskets

• Custom Design Jib Cranes, Monorails, and Gantry

• Structural Design and Detailing

• Mine Shaft Working Platforms and Head Covers

• Mechanical Design and Detailing

• Concrete Bucket Design

• Custom Designs

• Supply Emergency Egress Shaft Conveyance

• On Site Project Engineering Support

• Construction Drawings & Methodology

INNOVATION
Fortis has and always will be an industry leader in innovation. Whether it is a tangible piece of gear, or a process
or procedure, we engineer and manufacture with the goal of improving safety, efficiency, and cost effectivness.
If there is a need for it, Fortis will design and build it. We use the products we build!
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MANUFACTURING, MACHINING, AND FABRICATION

Fortis’ Manufacturing facilities offer machining and welding services as part of the entire fabrication process. Fortis
machines many of the custom mining attachments required by our clients including chaseblocks, cheeseweights,
swivels, and sockets. Fortis’ welding shop has fabricated numerous custom products and equipment for customers
as well as equipment that is used by Forits, including safety barriers and reeling machines. With the access to a
manufacturing shop and support from our engineering department, we can design and build solutions for our
customer’s needs.

CAPABILITIES
• Custom Hoisting & Rigging Products
• Custom Sheaves, Pins, Bushings

•	Wide Range of Sizes in 4140, 1018, and Aluminum
Inventory

• Reel Trailer and Reeling Machines

• Concrete Buckets

• Man Carriers & Man Baskets

• Head Covers

•	Machining Steel, Iron, Brass, Bronze, Stainless, and
Plastics

• Work Platforms

SERVICES
• CWB Certified Journeyperson Welders & Fabricators
• Three Level 1 Weld Inspectors
• CWB Certified in Steel & Stainless
• Highly-Skilled Journeyperson Machinists

• Custom Fabrication
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ABOUT US
Certified Mining & Construction Sales & Rentals (CMC) is a Saskatoon based sales and rental company that offers
specialized equipment to the mining and construction industries in North America. Our broad equipment fleet,
50 years of industry experience, and our commitment to providing our customers with test certificates on our
equipment makes CMC a company that you can depend on. Whether it is our 24/7 emergency support, or our
extensive offering of underground ready specialized equipment, CMC will exceed your company’s expectations.
Certified has you covered ...
•	Mining / construction equipment sales & rentals
•	Fleet & mechanical services
•	Recertification of equipment and underground ready equipment
•	24/7 emergency support, knowledgeable staff, and 50 years of experience

CERTIFICATIONS & CHARITY OF CHOICE
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SALES & RENTALS

Certified Mining and Construction Sales and Rentals specializes in niche market products. With one of the largest
selections of mining equipment and tools for rent or sale in Saskatchewan, you can be assured that we will have the
right piece of equipment for the job. Unlike our competition, all of our equipment comes underground ready.

SERVICES & CAPABILITIES
• Wide selection of rental tools and mining equipment.
• S pecialized niche market products.
• B
 road equipment fleet.
• E quipment and tool rentals to suit all project needs.
• R
 ent to suit products, tools, and equipment.
• Transportation of rented equipment to job site within 24 hours.
• CMC services what we sell.
• On-site after hours emergency customer support.
• Underground ready equipment.
• Fully licensed service department.
• Availability of equipment by the day, week, or month.
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RECERTIFICATION & MECHANICAL SERVICES

In addition to our equipment offerings, Certified Mining & Construction Sales & Rentals is a fully accredited
equipment recertification facility. We also specialize in the recertification of mining and construction tools and
equipment. We can recertify and repair a variety of equipment and we are the number one choice in Saskatchewan
for pull testing recertification. Certified also has a fully licenced mechanical shop providing services for equipment
rentals and customer equipment.

SERVICES & CAPABILITIES
CMC offers Recertification & Repair of the following equipment:
• Rough Terrain Vehicles

• Air Winches

• Mining Tools & Equipment

• Chain Hoists

• Kubotas

• Construction Tools & Equipment

• Lever Hoists

• 3M Reloads

• Bails, Skips, & Lifting Devices

• Test Certificates are provided for ever piece of equipment we inspect.
• CMC is the number one choice in Saskatchewan for pull test recertification.
• Our highly skilled staff are made up of Heavy Duty Mechanics & Millwrites.
• Fully accredited equipment recertification facility.
• We offer repair on all makes and models of drills.
•	CMC also provides oil changes and inspections, rough terrain vehicle service, tune ups and repairs, and
mechanical work.
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THE COMBINED BENEFITS OF THE
NORTHERN STRANDS GROUP OF COMPANIES.

Mining • Engineeering • Manufacturing

The Northern Strands Group of Companies offers a comprehensive solution for your construction requirements.
Between the three companies, we can fulfill every conceivable construction need. Whether it be qualified
personnel, training, recertification, equipment or services. We are highly versatile and can mobilize quickly
and efficiently, while following strict safety guidelines. You will benefit from having a unified, cost efficient and
coordinated effort on our part. The Northern Strands Group of Companies strives to show leadership in the
mining and construction industries through quality workmanship, cutting-edge innovation and a commitment to
health, safety environment and community.
The Northern Strands Group of Companies is, “Three Companies, One Solution”

NORTHERN STRANDS GROUP OF COMPANIES
IS A PROUD SUPPORTER OF MAKE A WISH SASKATCHEWAN.

SASKATOON

REGINA

3235 MILLAR AVENUE

125 HENDERSON DRIVE

SASKATOON, SK S7K 5Y3

REGINA, SK S4N 5W4

PHONE: (306) 242-7073

PHONE: (306) 352-7073

FAX: (306) 934-2920

FAX: (306) 352-9112

TOLL FREE: 1-800-242-7073
EMAIL: info@northernstrands.com
www.northernstrands.com

802 57 ST. EAST
SASKATOON, SK S7K 5Z1
PHONE: (306) 242-4427
TOLL FREE: 1-844-542-2247
EMAIL: info@fortiscorporation.com
www.fortiscorporation.com

810 57 ST. EAST
SASKATOON, SK S7K 5Z1
PHONE: (306) 384-8593
TOLL FREE: 1-844-384-8593
EMAIL: orderdesk@certifiedsalesandrentals.com
sales@certifiedsalesandrentals.com

